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CIVIL PROCEDURE II Outline. Michael Grenert. 1L, Spring Prof. Burt Neuborne. I. Erie and Choice of Law in Federal
Diversity Suits. Must look at policy.

Rule 15 c : amending after the SOL has run 1. Some states do not make such a fine distinctions in their joinder
terminology. Congress has no power to extend subject matter jurisdiction beyond the limits established by Art.
However, no contribution is allowed for intentional torts. Digital Equipment Corp v. The Rule does not
require all questions of law and fact raised by the dispute be in common. Executive Software: District court
failed to articulate SS c reasons for declining jurisdiction and abused its discretion. Moving party did not
receive notice of entry of judgment b. Conduct in depositions, discovery meetings of counsel, oral
representations at hearings, and behavior in prior proceedings do not fall within the scope of rule  Recognition
of Judgments from other jurisdictions 2 I. If court has jurisdiction over a single claim, it has jurisdiction over a
"civil action" within the meaning of SS a. FRAP rules on appeal as of right: 1. District Court decisions must
be conclusive b. The same standard for "common nucleus of operative facts" is used in R13a1a compulsory
counterclaim ; R13g cross-claim ; R14a impleader ; R24a intervention as of right ; R18 joinder. In
comparative fault states a joint tortfeasor can bring an action for contribution as third-party practice. General
Motors : ten parties joined in discriminatory hiring practices suit against GM; court ordered suits severed. Writ
of Mandamus C. SS 2. The actual defendant should have been Costa Crociere. Crenshaw p. Rule 18 allows
claims to be joined together, but Court must proper SMJ to hear it. Where judge refuses to disqualify self
despite conflict b. Diversity of Citizenship A. Page 7 of 33 Krupski v. Client may be sanctioned for violating
11 b 1 Walker v. Hall v. Such a motion may not be granted unless it appears beyond a doubt that the
nonmoving party can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief. May be
extended if there is "excusable neglect" FRAP 4 a 5 and request to extend is filed within 30 days of initial
appeal deadline 3. Desktop Direct, Inc. Under Gibbs, a court has the power if there is a proper claim within the
jurisdiction of a federal court and the related claim arises from the same "common nucleus of operative facts"
and must be such that P "would ordinarily be expected to try them all in one judicial proceeding. Third-Party
Practice Third-party practice , formerly known as implead ing, is when a defending party, as a third-party
plaintiff, serves a summons and complaint on a nonparty who is or may be liable to it for all or part of the
claim against it. District Court p. The third-party plaintiff must, by motion, obtain the court's leave if it files
the third-party complaint more than 14 days after serving its original answer. Must petition the circuit court for
permission to appeal FRAP 5 2. Examples of granted mandamus are on pg.


